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1. Introduction

Material worth measurements belong to the standard experiments in fast

critical assemblies. A sampIe of the material under study is substituted for

some standard material (e.g. fuel, aluminum, or void), mostly in the center

of the reactor, and the change in reactivity is measured. These experiments

can be carried out with good precision. However, the methods used so far for

the interpretation are rather inadequate.

Most of the experime~l results are compared to calculations by first

order perturbation theory. If the concept of composition-dependent resonance

self-shielding factors, as described by Abagyan et ale /1/, is used, a first

order perturbation (FOP) calculation is carried out in the following way: A

composition is defined, which contains core material plus a small amount of

the sampIe material. The reactivity worth of this composition versus core

material is calculated. Obviously, the self-shielding factors involved are

those of the core material,and the results are valid essentially for an

infinitely thin sample in the homogeneous core.

The sampIes used in actual measurements are usually plates, mostly with

a thickness of less than 1 cm. Thus the optical thickness is about 1/5 mean

free paths outside the resonances, but many mean free paths in a large

resonance. There are two types of self-shielding effects which cause a

dependence of the material worth per unit mass on the thickness of the sample.

One is the flux depression in an absorber or fluxpeak in a fissile

material ("seH multiplication") at energies where the cross sections are

smooth. The ether one is the dependence of the resonance self-shielding on

the geometry of the sampIe.

Several authors have worked out corrections for the first effect /2,3/

using a collisionprobability formalism. However, they cannot account for

the second effect, which in many samples is at least as large as the first

one.

In the present report a method of analysis will be described which takes

both effects into account.It will be called "Integral Transport Perturbation"

Method (ITP) because it is based on a perturbation solution of the integral

transport equation. The solution will be given for a 2-zone-configuration which

consists of the sample and the surrounding core.
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The method was worked out only for the center of the reactor, where there

is no leakage contribution to the reactivity worth. The escape probability

from the sampie is calculated using an improved rational approximation

I
I - P (E) = --:----

1+ .!. L (E)
a t

which was first suggested by Levine /4/. 1 is the mean chord length, and

a is a geometry dependent factor. This approximation is usually satisfactory

if the factor a is suitably chosen; it could be easily further improved. More

basic limitations of the method are that, being aperturbation method, it is

not valid for very large sampies, and that no account is taken of the

heterogeneous structure of the surrouriding core.

2. Outline of the Theory

The theory is described in same detail in /5/, and will only be briefly

outlined here. We start from the integral transport equation which reads in

the multigroup formalism

+ Xi ~ !dV'S.(r') (V~f (r,E)p(r'~r,E» .
J J t J

(2)

3The variable S.(r) is the emission density of neutrons per cm and
1-

sec, p(r'~r,E) is the probability that a neutron born in r' will suffer its

next collision in r.

The reactivity change upon insertion of a sample 1.n the reactor can be

calculated using a perturbation solution of equation (2) for a configuration

which consists of the sampie and the surrounding core. The reactivity of the

sampie versus vacuum is given by two terms, the first of which reads

ok V [ ~ L
j

-+

i

_1 =_1 I (S:-S:) F(E)~>.
k D. • 1. J L 1 J

1.J t

+ < VL
f1

) ~+ X.S. F(E) - ....-- .•
1. 1. Lott J

+ < LaI)- S.o .. F(E) --.... -- .
J 1.J Lo tl J

(3)

where F(E), the collision density in the sample,is given by
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Ltl
F(E) = P(E)SI)·+(l-P) -L- S2·

t2 )

The second contribution to the reactivity is

(4)

ok
2 VI ~ "tl [+ +

j+i
L 2 +V"f2~I

Ls2 +--=- . (l-P) (Sl.- -L- s2·) (s.-s.) --- s. <5 •• ~+ x· s. -L- .k D i,j ) t2) 1) Lt2 ) 1) Lt2 1 1 t2 )

VI t j ..i
+(f~~

+ + Ls2 + La2+- I x. I (8.-8.>(-"). - 8.ö. {r:-). + XiSi T j (5)D )j i 1) t2 ) ) 1) t2 )

The nomenclature used in these equations is

subscripts

1

2

emission density of neutrons in the sample (core) in
energy group j

adjoint emission density for the unperturbed case (sample
volume void)

sample volume

perturbation integral

sample

core

Hhereas term (3) describes the effect connected with the reacdon rates

in the sample, term (5) obviously takes account of the reaction rates in the

surrounding core. The theory gives X.=O in equation (5); this case shall be
)

discussed first. The expression in the square brackets is just the adjoint

equation. Thus, if the cross sections are free of resonances, the expression

(5) is zero. On the other hand, if a sample with a purely non-resonant cross

section is measured in a core that contains resonance absorbers, the average

ovar resonances includes a ractor iiIt2(E), so that (5) is non-zero. This is

obviously the effect that the sample reduces self-shielding ror the resonance

absorbers in the core. If the cross section of the sample material has

resonances too, (5) describes the fact that neutrons leaving the sample have

a different resonance structure, and therefore different reaction probabilities,

from those neutrons moderated in the core. It should be noted that (5) is

unchanged if the quantities Xj take an any arbitrary values, because they are

multiplied by zero. The X. will be chosen later on so as to simplify the
)

calculations.
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The procedure is to define in a first step "effective" perturbation

cross sections from equations (3) and ~), and to evaluate them. In a second step,

these perturbation cross sections are used together with fluxes and adjoints

taken from a diffusion calculation to obtain central reactivity worths by

a standard perturbation ca1cu1ation.

The effective perturbation cross sections are obtained from (3) and (5)

if the reaction rates are written as "perturbation cross seetion times flux";

thus, for the reaction type x, equation (3) leads to the perturbation cross

seetion

L(~) !P. := (PS
IJ

.+(1-P) Ltl SZ.) ~XI).
XJ J LtZ J L. tl J

afid equation (5) leads to

(Z) ( Ltl
L. !P.:= (l-P)(SI'- --L-- SZ·)

XJ J J tZ J (
L )X xZ

j L: tZ j
(7)

In order to eva1uate these expressions, the unperturbed group f1uxes

!P. and the emission densities S~~:=!p~/II/L:~\. are needed. They are obtained from
J ""J J" L2/J

a zero-dimensional ca1cu1ation.

Furthermore, one needs the perturbed emission densities Slj. Theyare

obtained from the equations

(8)

(9)

by an iterative procedure, which converges very fast.

If the rational approximation (I) (where 1 will be written for l/a) is

introduced, one obtains

= (rt:::/l)j :;i +(lrt:(~tl+171»)j It~j
:= ( LXZ .) Slj _ ( L: t1 I:xZ .\ ~ + Xj (L:XZ)

U tZ (L t1 +l/1) j !Pj U~Z(Ltl+l/l)/j tZj !Pj LtZ j

where L: tZ is the self-shie1ded total cross section. According to /1/, the

self-shie1ded cross seetions are (in the "narrow resonance approximation")

defined by
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It will now be demonstrated that in the limit of very small sampies

the perturbation cross section of the ITP, as defined by (9) and

(9a)

is identical with the perturbation cross section obtained from FOP.

The FOP method, as des.cribed above (small amount of sample material

added to the core material), leads to the following definition of the

perturbation cross section

FOP
E: l:x

(10)

where E: is assumed to approach zero. This expression can be split UP and

'iritten as follows

FOP
E:l:x

(iOa)

If equation (lOa) is carried to the limit, one obtains

(11 )

(12)

This is the result of the FOP method. The corresponding result of the ITP

method can be obtained from (9), if 1 is set equal to zero

L1TP = i ~ LX 1) + (l:X2) ~ _ (l:tl LX2) +
x t l:t2 L t2 L ~ . L2

t2 t2

A comparison of the expressions (1 1) and (12) shows that they are identical

if X is taken to be
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(13)

for 1 equal to zero. Thus, it has been demonstrated that ITP, ~n the limit

of an infinitely thin sampIe, is equivalent to FOP within the frame of the

general theory discussed so far. However, it will turn out later that this

equivalence is no longer valid if the approximation of the self-shielding

factors is introduced.

Equation (13) would lead to complicated expressions if the self-shielding

factors are to be introduced. Therefore, the following choice for the quantities

x. is preferred for practical calculations
J

S2·) •
J

(14)

Then the perturbation cross section l: (2) takes on the formx

l:(:)
(, I~ 1+ , ], \ (

Lx2 ( ~X2) ~) ') :
Slj

=
XJ ~ ...

\ 1. \ L. t 1 I I LJ L. t2 \ L. t 2' J / J ....
J

(l():t:+ II1)
l: L l: t 1 "x2 )( tl x2 - (-l: ).) . l: 2.

l:2
l:t2 t2 J J t J

t2

(15)

If the cross sections are free of resonances, the expression (1~ is zero.

3. Introduction of the Self-Shielding Factors

The aboveequations are rigorous within the narrow resonance approximation.

In order to evaluate thern nurnerically, the ccncept cf the self-shielding factors

(or f-factors) will now be introduced, which, of course, implies a certain

approximation. According to Abagyan et ale /1/, the f-factor for the isotope n

in a given composition, and for the reaction type x, is defined by

f (0 ) = cr / (0 )x on xn xn
(15)

where 0 is the cross section of the other isotopes per atom of isotope n. It
o

is given by

oon = 1 I N
Nn ~ n' °tn'

n 'in
(I 7)
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It is important to note that (16) and (17) define the ~ uniquely foron
a given camposition, though they have to be calculated in an iterative way.

Only if this iteration has been carried out, the quantity (I/L t) is defined

uniquely; i.e. the expression

is independent of the isotope index n.

It must be pointed out that, once the self-shielding factors are

introduced, (10) is no longer rigorously consistent with (12). The reason is

the follovTing:

The two expressions (10) and (I I) are equivalent within the general theory.

In the FOP method, the self-shielding factors for each isotope are introduced

in equation (10). If then the same manipulations which lead to (11) are

carried out, one obtains for the last term in (11)

. r 1'1 (0 -0 ) d;t2n 1,.. 2n oln 02n
L Nln o J + Ci + dd ) I (11 a)x2nn )' o2n JL ~t2

The notation is explained in the appendix. This expression, however, cannot

be written in the form

( ~x~)(:n
t t2

so that (10) is no longer equivalent with (11) once the self-shielding factors

are introduced. However, if (11) is no longer a valid expression of the FOP

method, it is impossible to demonstrate that ITP for small sampIes is identical

with FOP.

However, in most practical cases,the results obtained by both methods are

practically indistinguishable. An exception is U238, where in a typical case

(see section 4) FOP is about 8% lower. It can be concluded that FOP is not

adequate to calculate the reactivity worth of U238, not even in the limit of

a very thin sampIe. This is due to the approximation which is implicit in the

concept of the self-shielding factors. The concept works consistently onlyfor

a homogeneous composition, but not for a sampIe in a homogeneous medium.

The effective perturbation cross sections (9) and (15) can be expressed

through the self-shielding factors, as shown in the appendix. A FORTRAN Ir
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program was written for the IBM-7074which calculates the effective perturbation

cross sections from these equations. In a second step, the size-dependent

reactivity worth is evaluated from these cross sections using unperturbed

fluxes and adjoints from a diffusion calculation.

4. Numerical Results and Comparison with Experiments

Aseries of experiments to study the sampie size effect was carried out

by W.J. Oosterkamp /6/ on SNEAK-3B-2. In this section, the experimental

results will be compared with calculations by the ITP methode The assembly

3B-2 in the fast critical assembly SlffiAK was a zoned core, where the composition

of the central zone was typical of a Pu02U02-fueled, steam cooled fast reactor.

The assembly is described in detail elsewhere /7/.

The results of the experiments and of calculations by the ITP method

are shown in Fig. 1 to 4. The central reactivity worthsof different materials

aregiven as a function of the sample thickness. However, for the Pu samples,

which are diluted with Al, and for BIo, the surface density (gicm2
) is a more

suitable variable. The calculations were d.one with the 26-group SNEAK SET, which

is described in /8/. The experimental values were converted into absolute

reactivity units using ßeff = 0.00497, as given in /7/.

Most calculated reactivity effects are too high. In all cases, the

calculation gives the proper sign of the sampie size dependence, but the

magnitude is usually underpredicted.

The size effect is most pron~~nced for absorber materials which are not

present in thc core (Ta, Mo, ITh, Bio). For the resonance absorbers Ta and Mo,

the worths, including the self-shielding effect, are predicted fairly weIL;

for Nb, there is probably an error in the cross sections which leads to a

large disagreement.

The predicted strong increase in thc worths of these materials for thin

sampies could not be verified because the sampies used in the experiment were

too thick. The size effect of BIo is predicted weIL for 3B-2. For comparison,

results obtained in assembly 3A-2,which was purely uranium fueled, are also

shown. The size effect of Bio is not predicted as weIL as in 3B-2.

The scattering materials CH2 , C,and Al show a rather strong size effect,

which is fairly weIL predicted for CH2 and for Al. For C, the measured values
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are small and show large uncertainties, which explains in part the strong

disagreement.

The fuel isotopes U235, U238, and Pu (the sampies contained 8 10 of

Pu240) may be classified as resonance absorbers which are also present in

the surrounding core. Therefore, U238 has a much weaker size effect than,

for example, Ta; it is underpredicted by the theory. For U235 and Pu, the size

dependence is very weak, and agrees with predictions within the error limits.

It should be mentioned that the values calculated by the ITP method

agree weIl in the limit of infinitely thin sampies with the values obtained

by FOP method, except for U238, where FOP is about 8 %too low.

5. Conclusions

The "Integral Transport Perturbation" method of analysing reactivity ~'1Orth

measurements gives a certain improvement over the standard first order

perturbation rnethod,becatise it allows forself~shieldrngeffects (including

resonance effects) in the sampie. On the other hand, the heterogeneous

structure of the environment is not accounted fore The comparison with experiment

shows that the size dependence is generally underpredicted by the ITP. The

improvement over FOP is substantial for certain materials (Ta, BIo, CH2), but

rather small for the fissile isotopes.
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Evaluation of the Perturbation Cross Sections

Using Self-Shielding Factors

The expression (9) for L(I) and (]5) for L(2) can be written in the
x x

form

L(I) (Lt;::/l)
S]

R2'L (A-I)= -+x ~ t2

L (2)
L SI

= (R3 - (-~»x 1 Etl
Lt2 ~

where

(A-2)

The quantities R2, R3, R4 can be evaluated using the self-shielding factors

in the following way

oxln

Ö +0oln tin

= \ °x2n
L Ö -0

lL t2 n o]n 02n
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= N 0\' Zn xZn
L N (ö -0 )n In oln oZn

°xln
I er -0
n oln oZn

( - I)o +0 - -- 0
(. tn 0 In INI xn )

=! IN
Z

(0 Z +Ot )2,(; I +Ot )non non n

o )xn

Ö I +0o n tno +0oZn tn
(

0 xn

N· N· .2(_.· )2
J. 0 -0In 2n oln o2n

=

o +0oZn tn
( 0)xnd

d.(J 2o n

_ I
o -0 + ----

oZn oln IN In

INZ (~1· -0 Z )non 0 n
+

o n i
~

o _

I XLn L xln
=

2~ (_ ·)Z z- N (- )ZI };t2 n N 0 -0 I };tl n o -0In oln o2n Zn oln oZn

I ( _ I - ~ [ dOx2n _
N 0 dOt2n

J
Zn xZn

(I+ - +
H tZ n IN 1 (0 I -0 Z ) do Z };tZ do Znon 0 n o n o n
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